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You created the site and already want to post it on the network, but do not know which hosting to
choose? In this case, the German hosting fornex.com will be a good option. The provider is already
working for quite a long time, and it is on it that many popular, large projects are fasting - Pikabu,
Lety Shops, Admitad, Yaplakal, SEOSPRINT and Webmasters.ru.

Fornex Composes its servers with fast SSD and NVME drives in bundles with Intel Xeon server
processors, the Gold / Silver / Platinum line, which ensures excellent speed and stability of your
sites.

Especially for users of this site, Fornex provided the fornex10 promotional sector, which gives a 10%
discount on the purchase of hosting and other service provider. To activate the promotion, you need
to register, select the desired service and the tariff, and then click on the link "I have a promo code".

 Benefits

Any good hosting must answer three main parameters: functionality, availability and convenience.
Despite the simplicity of the interface, all the necessary functions are in sight, namely:
Hosting - SSD arrays are used as servers that ensure uninterrupted operation of the servers, the
ability to select PHP versions, add-in over the CPANEL light and simple, antivirus for iMunify sites,
isolation of resources thanks to Cloudlinux, the ability to use SSH, the ability to run Python and
Nodejs applications on virtual hosting .
Dedicated servers - the ability to use server equipment with the control panel.
VPS is placed on RAID arrays with NVME disks. The hoster carries out the free transfer of your site
to your VPS server. The console in the browser, the provision of IPv6, the possibility of mounting
ISO, shift the tariff in automatic mode.
Data backup is an excellent and inexpensive service for storing backups of your files. Automatic
weekly snapshots are provided free of charge.
VPN - 10 countries to choose from, the possibility of selected IP, several protocols for connecting
and plug-in for Google Chrome with a change in the country in 1 click without leaving the browser.
Protection against DDOS attacks is a necessary service that is performed by specialists in the field
of cybersecurity.
Using APIs - Some site features are available via API. Queries require API_KEY, which can be
obtained in the Personal Account after registration.

 Quality connection and convenience
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The main data center is located in Germany (Frankfurt), but Fornex provides high-quality connection
and low ping as well as users from the countries of the former CIS due to additional locations in
Russia (Moscow), Ukraine (Kiev) and the Netherlands (Naaldwijk). Hosting is rather high aptime in
99.95%.

The project also has many extremely important features for web developers:
The service supports the auto installation of the most popular CMS systems (by type WordPress,
Joomla, etc.)
Pre-installed MultiPHPManager - to simplify the transfer of the site from one hosting to another.
Designer Fornex Builder - built-in full set of almost two hundred templates that are provided free of
charge and are practically not limited in editing.
24-hour technical support works 24/7 and promptly responds to the tickets in the Personal Account.
Advanced features

One of the most important functions for webmasters is the possibility of a simple data backup.
Fornex provides FTP storage for backups using Enterprise Reliability Class disks. Before renting,
you can choose the storage size and the duration of its lease.

Multiple variants of the control panel are also available to the selection - your own custom panel,
Vesta CP and ISPMANAGER 5. After activating the server, you can see all the information on the
workload of your server resources, the total working time, address, configure access for users, etc. .

Supported OS:
CentOS (6.7)
Debian (8 Jessie, 9 Stretch)
Ubuntu (16.04 LTS, 18.04 LTS)

It is possible to simply reinstall the operating system through the control panel. When reinstalling, it
is possible to create a backup server and recover to the previous version, if something went wrong.

In the end, I want to mention the affiliate program that allows you to receive from 5% to 50% from
each invitation user. A floating percentage of remuneration grows with an increase in the number of
active referrals.


